This paper revisits old questions of the proper subject and bounds of economics: Does economics study "provisioning"? or markets? or a method of reasoning, selfinterested rational optimization? A variety of scholars and others in many fields make use of a taxonomy of society consisting of three "spheres": markets, governments, and communities. It is argued here that this tripartite taxonomy of society is fundamental and exhaustive. A variety of ways of understanding this taxonomy are explored, especially Fiske's (1991 Fiske's ( , 2004 Relational Models theory. Then -after communities and their products, social goods, are defined more thoroughly -a visual model of interactions among the three spheres is presented. The model is first used briefly to understand the historical development of markets. The model is then applied to understanding how economic thinking and market ideology, including the notion of social capital, can be destructive of communities and their production of social goods (and their production of social capital as well). It's not possible to measure these effects monetarily, so calculating precisely "how this affects results" in a standard economic model is impossible. Nevertheless we could better prepare students for real-world analysis, and better serve our clients, including the public, ifwhenever relevant, such as in textbook introductions and in benefit/cost analyseswe made them aware of the limitations of economic analysis with respect to communities and social goods. The three-spheres model offered here, based on Fiske's Relational Models theory, facilitates this awareness.
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Why the three spheres matter for economics
Society appears to be a fact just as does the organic world; yet it is actually more a product of patterned consciousness than it is some "thing" in itself. -Crook (1980:353) With reference to the domination of model-building in the Journal of Economic Theory -and to the domination of model-building in contemporary mainstream economics more generally - Klein and Romero (2007:241) The model is moral, not deterministic. Causality is explored as it originates in, or is channeled through, each of the three spheres. The ultimate point is situating ("embedding") markets in their political and social milieu, and understanding that neither markets nor governments nor communities -each operating according to their own principles -can be analyzed thoroughly without understanding their dependence upon, and their effects upon, the others.
Communities are certainly recognized by contemporary mainstream economicsespecially development economics and, now, behavioral economics -but only in an ad hoc way, as sources of social capital, without understanding their true nature. A risk of ignoring the true nature of communities in economic theory is that its credibility suffers with "normal people", including students, because the theory presents itself as dealing with utility and preferences in general, yet ignores things we all know to be vitally important -communities and social goods.
It's not possible -and would not be desirable --to measure the value of communities and their production of social goods monetarily, because it is in the nature of social goods that they lose their value if one attempts to market them or evaluate them monetarily (more on this, including thorough definitions of communities and social goods, in Sections 4 and 5). However, simply acknowledging routinely the presence and relevance of the incommensurable sphere of communities and social goods -for example, in economics texts and in benefit/cost analyses -would have a beneficial effect on economics and on communities and, via social capital, even on markets.
Three interacting spheres: markets, governments, and communities
Three [spheres] seem to have virtually dominated philosophical speculation and social science thought…: the community, the market, and the state…- Streeck and Smitter (1985:1) While contemporary mainstream economic theory focuses almost exclusively on markets trading private goods, and on governments producing public goods, a widespread though generally unanalyzed taxonomy includes communities producing social goods (and social capital) as fundamental to, and exhaustive of, social space (Boulding, 1978 (Boulding, , 1985 (Boulding, , 1990 Boulding et al., 1980) . Social scientists -including economists -as well as journalists and others, often refer to "the economic, political, and social conditions" underlying any particular situation, but usually without any further analysis of what these terms imply, and how they relate to each other. Fiske's (1991 Fiske's ( , 2004 Relational Models (or Modes) theory provides a way to understand this tripartite taxonomy. But before looking at that connection, let's examine evidence (summarized in Table 1 , below) that indeed there is a community sphere alongside the market and government spheres, and that these three spheres are inherently different, and exhaustive of social space.
Among those who use this tripartite taxonomy, human interactions are typically classified into spheres -or realms, domains, even facets (Heilbroner 1985:79) , the terms seem equivalent. (Dolfsma et al., 2005 , seem to use them randomly, plus subspheres and subsystems.) To avoid ambiguity, I will stick to the term spheres.
All three spheres are part of society, and thus social of course, so I'll generally use the term "community sphere" rather than "social sphere", though the adjective social is often used to refer to aspects of the community sphere, and will often be so used here as well. For example: What are the characteristic differences between economic, political, and social (i.e., community) interactions?
What is it that distinguishes the market, government, and community spheres from each other?
Economics typically deals with markets and mutual exchange: You do this for me, and I'll do that for you. This self-interested behavior is of course not confined to markets. Its analysis has often been used more generally, such as in the attempt to explain voting ("public choice") in the government (political) sphere -but also, for example, in the attempt (à la Becker, 1976 and later) to explain the choice to marry and have children in the community sphere.
But mutual exchange does not exhaust the possibilities for modes of transfer. Even when we try to explain political decisions (e.g., to tax and spend) in terms of benefit/cost analysis by voters, raw power must still be recognized (do this or else, the threat of force). It is this very possibility of compulsion that makes it possible for public-goods provision to escape the free-rider problem. Force and threat also seem to be reflected in some internal behavior in a firm: Do this or lose your job; or, do this or we'll strike.
And even when we try to explain the "bequest motive" (Bernheim et al., 1985) in terms of rational maximization of self-interest by parents, love or a sense of identity must still be recognized, in that parents want their children to do well even after the parents are gone. As McCloskey (1998:302) comments: "I get utility because I love, not the other way around." Love and identity also seem to be reflected in some internal behavior in a firm, for example in the teamwork that makes for profitability.
"Economic" thus generally refers to markets and the production of private goods, while "political" refers to power relations realized in governments which produce public goods (Johnson and Earle, 2000; Harris and Johnson, 2003) . "Social" then refers to everything else, to interactions in all types of communities: in families, among neighbors, with co-religionists, etc.
Is there really any coherence to this "third" sphere of communities, or is it just a catch-all? Hopefully Section 4 will remove any doubt.
Kenneth Boulding, who wrote mainstream economics textbooks -but also worked consistently at and beyond the edges of mainstream theory -was fond of seeing the differences between the three spheres in terms of modes of transfer: giving, taking, or exchanging (Boulding, 1978 (Boulding, , 1985 (Boulding, , 1990 Boulding et al., 1980) . Similarly, Jacobs (2000:27) notes that "time and again, human groups must have differentiated trading from both sharing and seizing" (italics added here and hereafter unless otherwise noted). Citing Claiborne (1983:80) Etzioni (1996:122) speaks of "three different conditions: paid, coerced, or convinced"; Etzioni (1988) explores motivations in the community sphere at length.
Personalist economics, based on Catholic theology, also recognizes three organizing principles: competition, intervention, and cooperation (Jonish and Terry, 1999:465-6; O'Boyle, 1999 O'Boyle, :536-7, 2000 ).
Hirschman (1992) referred to three social mechanisms: exit, voice, and loyalty.
Though all three can apply in varying ways to each sphere, exit refers primarily to the market sphere where, in a competitive situation, one has unlimited choice of buyers or sellers, so can "exit" from any one. Voice might refer primarily to the political sphere, where one can attempt to influence results by persuasion, and loyalty to the community sphere -though one could argue the other way as well. Streeck and Smitter (1985:1) refer to these "three basic mechanisms of mediation or control" (Ouchi, 1980) as spontaneous solidarity, hierarchical control, and dispersed competition. Friedland and Alford (1991:39) refer to three domains with different "logics of action":
In the marketplace, we are more likely to base our actions on individual utility and efficient means; in the polity, on democracy and justice; and in the family, on mutual support.
Van Staveren (2001:24) • the form that these values take: exchange, redistribution, and giving;
• the locations where they operate: market, state, and the care-economy; and
• the corresponding virtues: prudence, propriety, and benevolence. 
More uses of the tripartite taxonomy
A variety of other observers use this same taxonomy, in varying orders. For example, Mackey (2002:384) refers to "economic, political, and social problems" in Saddam's Iraq; elsewhere (p. 181) she uses a different order, referring to "the new political, social, and economic paradigm" (an order which Rothstein and Stolle, 2007:1, also use) ; and yet elsewhere (p. 49) she notes that something "meant more socially, politically, and economically". The order of expression doesn't seem to matter, to Mackey or to most other authors, and one can easily find the other three permutations as well (e.g., Friedman, 2000:131; Giddens and Pierson, 1998:89; Sage, 2003) .
But the community sphere is often ignored, and thus is sometimes considered third (Adaman and Madra, 2002) . In political theory, the "Third Way" (Giddens, 1998) represents an alternative to either markets or governments, focused more on communities.
Apparent references to these three spheres pop up -in both popular and technical literature -almost everywhere. It can be a fun game, like "whack-a-mole" (analogy adapted from Hertzberg, 2004:461) :
• Where and how will the three spheres "pop up" in this or that text?
• And, given any set of three social attributes that do "pop up", can they be seen in some way as representing the three spheres?
The New York Times' Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Thomas Friedman (2000:202) describes "corporate-led coalitions to create commercial value…; government-led coalitions to create geopolitical value…; [and] • Bowles (1998:105) refers to "states, communities, and markets";
• Wright (2000:211) refers to "governance, moral codes, and markets";
• Mauss (1925 Mauss ( /1967 refers to the "law, morality, and economy of the Latins" and to "the distinction between ritual, law, and economic interest";
• Yuengert (1999:46) discusses "free markets circumscribed within a tight legal framework, and operating within a humane culture";
• Polanyi (1997:140) (1938/1976:55) referred to "the purse, power, and prestige of the ruling classes in business, politics, and society". Success itself is often defined as "wealth, fame, and power" (Bogle, 2004:1; Carey, 2006) , or sometimes as "money, status, and power".
A similar tripartite taxonomy -perhaps Marxian -of firms, social classes, and states, can easily be seen as referring to the three spheres.
According to Trotsky (1957:255) , communism would demonstrate that the human race had "ceased to crawl on all fours before God, kings, and capital" (quoted by Minowitz, 1993:240) .
Another variation is expressed in the title of a conference paper (Ruccio, 2003) :
"Socialism, Community, and Democracy: A postmodern Marxian vision of (post-) capitalism". Here democracy presumably refers to a mode of political organization, and socialism to a mode of economic organization. As Schumpeter (1943 Schumpeter ( /1976 notes, however, socialism's "motivation is at least equally 'non-economic', i.e., social, based on concern for community (human) values perceived as violated under capitalism."
A more market-friendly -but still critical -voice using the tripartite taxonomy is Alan Greenspan (2000) , the former U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman (and thus agent of government), who said: "While recognizing the efficacy of capitalism to produce wealth, there remains considerable unease among some segments… about the effects of raw competition on society." It's not clear here which particular effects on society those "segments" might be concerned about -ethical and moral or something else -but it's clear that he's referring to the community sphere.
Father George Zabelka -who was the military chaplain for the crew that atombombed Hiroshima, to his later regret -noted how, at the time, "the whole structure of the secular, religious, and military society" made it seem right (cited by Myers, 2000:283) .
In Christianity, A. B. Cramp (1994:189) Pope John Paul II referred in his Opening Address to the Puebla Bishops Conference (cited by Gutierez, 1983:133) to "the product of economic, social, and political situations and structures".
One can also interpret the three Buddhist "sins" -often referred to as greed or avarice; hate or anger; and delusion or ignorance -as related to the three spheres (or to their primary underlying principles): Greed can clearly relate to the profits of the market sphere, and anger to the sphere of power. Delusion might seem harder to classify, but it is usually understood as "delusion of self", which clearly has something to do with identity, and thus relates to the community sphere (as we'll see).
The same tripartite taxonomy is also used in at least some non- With all this evidence of widespread use of the tripartite taxonomy of society, it's not surprising that there are in fact three basic academic social sciences, typically reflected in university departments of economics, political science, and sociology (Steuer, 2003) .
Steuer actually also identifies psychology (or social psychology) and anthropology as basic social sciences. But while humans certainly only exist in a social context, psychology deals with us primarily as individuals, and social psychology deals with us as we're affected by the three spheres. So for present purposes we can leave out psychology and social psychology. And as Steuer acknowledges, anthropology doesn't have an object of its own, but rather engages in the in-depth, personal, empathic study of distinct social groups, communities, or cultures -including their political and economic aspects, of course. So, since we're looking into the three spheres themselves, we can leave out anthropology, which might be thought of as considering the details and relationships of those spheres across cultures, just as history looks at them across time. This is not to say that psychology and social psychology, or anthropology and history, have nothing to tell us even in this contextmerely that their defining characteristics don't identify additional spheres of society.
Thus economics, political science, and sociology seem to represent quite well the way that both scholars and many others categorize -and sometimes (but rarely) theorize about -attributes of society. (I haven't used the term society as the object of sociology because, as noted above, economics and politics are of course also aspects of society, taken in a larger sense. Thus for example Emmett, 1994:108, quotes Knight and Merriam, 1947, referring to "business and politics and other social relations". An alternative -in fact a long-discussed goal of some -could be for sociology to be considered the overarching social science, with economics and political science as particular specialties.)
The tripartite taxonomy presented here is not meant to reinforce divisions among these three basic social sciences, but rather the necessity for understanding the interactions among their subjects, as exemplified in the model to be presented.
Table 1 (below) summarizes the variety of attributes of the three spheres gleaned from the "random" selection of sources reported above. As noted, the terms for the three spheres vary widely. For example, war is a powerrelationship directed outwards, related to politics and statecraft in the famous expression of Clausewitz that "war is the continuation of diplomacy by other means."
Economics needn't only deal with capitalism and corporations, but could conceivably -at least in its "provisioning" aspect -deal with potatoes, regardless of whether they're produced for markets or not.
And authors don't always classify attributes of human interactions in threes: The title of Wicksell's (1909) book Tronen, Altaret, Svärdet, och Pänningpåsen (The Throne, Altar, Sword, and Purse) uses four terms -though it's not difficult to see that throne and sword are two aspects of the political/government sphere, separated by Wicksell for his particular purposes in that work. Dolfsma et al., 2005 , analyze only in terms of "markets" and "society", but -p. 348 -"the polity" is also acknowledged as the only "subsphere" that they explicitly mention.
The three spheres of society are fundamental and exhaustive
A variety of sources also provide evidence of an apparently widespread belief that the three spheres are both fundamental and exhaustive of social space. Michael
Novak refers to the "three mutually autonomous institutions: the state, economic institutions, and cultural, religious institutions" as "the doctrine of the trinity in democratic capitalism" (Abdul-Rauf, 1986:175; also Neuhaus, 1986:517) . Dasgupta (1993:104) notes "one overarching idea, that of citizenship, with its three constituent spheres: the civil, the political, and the socio-economic." Meyer et al. (1992:12) assert that "individuals must acquire the means to participate effectively in the economic, social, and political life of the nation." In the same work, Wong (1992:141) makes it clear that these three spheres are considered exhaustive by referring to "all social domains… economy… polity… and… cultural system". Polanyi (1997:158) describes the Russian Revolution and the Soviets' "project for a new economic, political, and social system of mankind". Shadid (2001: 3) points out that "political Islam, or Islamism…suggests an allembracing approach to economics, politics, and social life." Dicken (2007:538) says that "corporate social responsibilities span the entire spectrum of relationships between firms [and] states, civil society, and markets."
Other logical underpinnings of the three spheres of society
The three spheres thus seem fundamental and exhaustive of social space, but why?
As noted, Boulding (1978 Boulding ( , 1985 Boulding ( , and 1990 also Boulding et al., 1980) described three modes of transfer: gift due to love or sense of identification; seizure by force or threat; or mutual exchange. Try moving your hands while saying: "I can give to you; I can take from you; or we can trade." There is a certain physical logic, which seems to cover the possibilities.
Douglas and Ney (1998:100-02) offer another way of understanding the three spheres. As I believe is usual in "grid-group" analysis (Douglas, 1982) , theirs is actually expressed in terms of four different types of "agents" -resulting from a double bifurcation of social reality -but it's easy to see that three of the types also represent the three spheres. By definition, the fourth of Douglas and Ney's types (the upper-left quadrant, isolates) doesn't correspond to a sphere of society, but rather to isolated individuals, probably at the mercy, at least individually, of those primarily engaged in one or another of the three spheres. Thus Douglas and Ney (p. 104) note that "inevitably, the culture of the isolates is crowded out of the forum, because by definition it is not organized" -although it can possibly influence the three spheres, as poets and artists do, or even as simple social misfits may do, especially if their resentment can be mobilized by others and directed, perhaps toward some political goal.
Elsewhere I believe that Douglas also categorizes the three spheres of society in terms of
• horizontal (exchange, markets);
• vertical (hierarchy, political); and
• inside/outside (identity, communities). Gudeman (1986:32) points out a similar four-way analysis when he refers to "[Karl]
Polanyi's reciprocity, redistribution, and market-haggling -plus autarchy" (where autarchy, of course, is not a "sphere"). Polanyi (1944 Polanyi ( /1968 ) also refers to spheres of "market, authority, and gift-giving" (cited by van Staveren, 2001:62 In summary then, the three spheres -markets, governments, and communitiesseem fundamental and exhaustive of social space, with multiple logical underpinnings.
Fiske's four relational models or modes (RMs)
However, while analyses on two axes like Douglas and Ney's may seem persuasive, they beg the question why there are two axes rather than, say, three -or one. Sahlins (1965:147-9 ) produces a tripartite model from a "spectrum of reciprocities… defined by its extremes and mid-point" (Fried, 1967:36) . A variety of such spatial analogies may help us understand the tripartite taxonomy of society, but something less arbitrary might be more convincing. Even the limited possibilities of handmotions -movements which express giving, taking, and exchanging -might seem somewhat arbitrary.
And in fact Fiske (1991 Fiske ( , 2004 and related researchers (Haslam, 2004) have discovered that all human interactions can be understood as manifestations, not of three, but of four "relational models" or modes (RMs) -or of combinations thereof. As noted, economists of course recognize the community sphere in practice and in personal life, but how communities differ theoretically from markets seems not to be deeply understood. Fiske's four relational models provide a clear, mathematical way of understanding the difference. Fiske designates the four RMs as:
"communal sharing" (CS);
"authority ranking" (AR);
"equality matching" (EM); and "market pricing" (MP).
These four RMs correspond to the basic scale-types in mathematics, and thus exhibit a unique progressive set of mathematical properties (Fiske, 1991:48-9; Turner 1992:127) :
CS (communal sharing) = a categorical/nominal scale, the elements of a set (i.e., who is recognized as in the community); AR (authority ranking) = an ordinal scale (linear ordering), a ranking of the elements of the set (i.e., who's in charge, the "pecking order");
EM (equality matching) = an interval scale, keeping track of how much one is ahead or behind (i.e., fairness or equality, e.g., referring to debts of a particular type); and MP (market pricing) = a ratio scale, allowing ratios which facilitate exchange (e.g., as money equilibrates between types of debt).
These four RMs have also been shown to develop spontaneously in children, regardless of the emphasis in the surrounding culture; in the same order; and at about the same ages: CS during infancy; AR by age 3; EM soon after turning 4; and MP while 8 (Fiske, 1991:48-9) . It seems likely that the four RMs developed evolutionarily in the same sequence, and may well represent stages of brain development, and even specific structures and circuits in the brain. (Fiske, 2004 explores possible evolutionary mechanisms, and discusses experiments relating the RMs to neural functioning.)
Fiske makes clear that real human interactions are complex, typically utilizing more than one of the four RMs, sometimes all of them. Nevertheless, it seems obvious that the sphere of politics and government -the arena of authorities exercising powercan be identified primarily with authority ranking, while the economic sphere of markets can be identified primarily with market pricing. That leaves two RMs:
communal sharing and equality matching.
Although Fiske found the four distinct RMs when analyzing micro-transactions in society, it seems likely that, at the macro-level, the community sphere, taken as a whole, can be primarily identified with both CS (taking care of those who are identified as being in the community) and EM (a sense of equality with, and fair play towards, those in the community). (The characterization of communities here is not intended to deny the possibility that those in a community may treat those outside of it quite badly -per Shermer, 2003 -or the possibility that AR may override the sense of equality even within the community.)
But if we take CS as defining community, then perhaps it is the case that communities can additionally transfer resources through any of the other RMs. Since in modern society AR has generated a "separate" political sphere of governments, and MP has generated a "separate" economic sphere of markets, what remains, underlying the community sphere, is a mixture of CS and EM. We don't seem to have evolved a separate sphere primarily characterized by EM. (However, Fiskepersonal communication, 22 Sept. 2008 -points out that "in every culture nearly all the constitutive rules of most games, sports, and gambling are structured by EM," so that they could perhaps be considered a separate sphere. EM can also be associated with the other RMs, as in the notion of political equality, or of fairness in the marketplace. We will return to the issue of how separate the spheres really are, which is why that qualifier is in quotation marks above.)
While the proper balance between markets and governments is often contested both theoretically and politically, the proper balance between markets and communities is not so widely questioned -despite, for example, the frequent expression of concern for "family values" in American political debate.
But cultures and societies are known to use different combinations and emphases of the four RMs in what might seem to others to be the same situation. Thus the choice of which RM to apply in particular cases might be either "right" or "wrong", depending on what culture and society one is in. Using RMs inappropriately -i.e., for interactions which "properly" belong to another sphere -tends to cause cognitive and emotional dissonance which can undermine the "proper" sphere. Fiske (1997) discusses this issue in detail, summed up in his statement (p. 256) that "to compare is to destroy" (when comparison, an MP characteristic, is inappropriate).
Cultures and societies have presumably not finished evolving, so can change the combinations and emphases of the four RMs they use in any particular situation, perhaps in response to some sort of "meta-economic" optimization. Thus the spheres of markets, governments, and communities are somewhat flexible. We'll come back to this point after more thoroughly defining communities and the social goods that they produce.
Communities defined
Just as the characteristic economic institution is markets, and the characteristic political institution is governments, the characteristic social institution is communities.
(Private enterprises -firms -are essentially treated as individuals in basic economic theory, i.e., as political, top-down, command-organizations, not as markets -nor as communities. Principal-agent theory attempts to open up this "black box" of the firm through the marketing of employer-employee contracts. The community aspects of firms are generally ignored in economic theory, probably much less so in business theory.)
In his classic sociological study The Quest for Community, Nisbet (1953 Nisbet ( /1970 wrote about "the primary associative areas of society" (p. 47), for example "the family, neighborhood, and church" (p. 49) "based [in a different order] on kinship, faith, [and] locality" (p. 54).
More abstractly, Bell (1993:14,118,170,174) defines three types of "constitutive communities":
• psychological communities, where we experience trust, cooperation, and altruism in face-to-face interactions (including Nisbet's "kinship"), such as families, church groups, small towns, work units, long-lasting civic associations, etc.;
• communities of place (Nisbet's "locality"), such as the places where we were born and grew up, attend or attended school, live and work, etc.; and
• communities of memory, strangers with whom we share a "morally significant" history (like Nisbet's "faith"), such as linguistic, national, and religious groups, as well as "interest groups" of any kind.
Etzioni and Etzioni (1999:241) describe communities as having two characteristics:
• bonding: "a web of affect-laden relationships that encompasses a group of individuals -relationships that crisscross and reinforce one another, rather than simply a chain of one-on-one relationships"; and
• culture: "commitment to a set of shared values, mores, meanings, and a shared historical identity".
These complex characteristics of communities also apply to Nisbet's and Bell's descriptions. We will take communities, then, to be complex groups of people with which individuals identify, based on kinship, location, or belief:
• Families and ethnic groups are communities based on kinship.
• Villages, neighborhoods, and cities are communities based on location.
• Religious or political groups are communities based on belief or ideology.
A single community could represent all three possibilities, as for example an ethnic group living in a common area and professing a common religion. And in fact -since communities consist of individuals who identify with that community -belief or ideology plays a fundamental role in all three types of communities: We have to believe in the importance of our kinship, or recognize the importance of our common location, for those factors to be a basis for community. The mere facts of kinship and common location have heretofore not been sufficient for many of the people of the world to recognize themselves as one community. But as we come to recognize the human race as one -based on kinship, common location, or belief in our common future -that tends to generate a "world community".
Social goods defined
Of course economic production (e.g., of food and shelter) and political production (of some level of public order) are necessary for survival, and thus the indirect contributions of communities to those types of production, via social capital, are undeniably important, even crucial. But communities also contribute directly something even more emotionally and psychologically important, whichanalogously to private goods and public goods -I call social goods. (Becker and Murphy, 2000, usefully call attention to social phenomena hitherto unexplained in economics, but in asserting on p. 9 that "social capital" affects utility functions -not production functions -they seem to confuse the metaphor of capital, and thus miss the point being made here.)
Today, when individuals might seem able to survive without closely identifying with any particular group -and even to reproduce without much concern beyond family, if that -why should we care about communities themselves? The simple answer is that humans, like other primates and other mammals, are not reptiles. In terms of MacLean's (1990) triune-brain theory, it's not the large and sophisticated rational neocortex in humans which matters so much, nor the primitive self-centered brainstem we share with reptiles, but the intermediate "limbic brain" we share with all mammals. Mammals nurse their young and take care of their families; and such limbic connections -i.e., close emotional interactions nurtured in communitiesremain essential for proper brain functioning, and hence for life-long well-being, including basic mental health and continued human development (Schwartz, 1995; Lewis et al., 2000; Konow and Earley, 2008) . Cory (1999) even explains the tripartite taxonomy of society in terms of this triune-brain theory. Even after we grow up, emotional connections to other people -in communities of all kinds -are essential for our psychological, and thus physical, survival. As even Landsburg (1997:160) notes, "other people -our friends and our children, and sometimes even strangers who do us unexpected kindnesses -are among the luxuries that make life worth living." Even if we hadn't included those strangers in any of our communities, they must have included us in theirs.
Thus we have a deep mammalian need for communities and social goods, even though it may not always seem "rational" to invest in them. Many aspects of traditional culture seem to have co-evolved in order to guarantee satisfaction of these needs, despite their apparent "irrationality" (Chwe, 2001) . And people -when we're not blinded or confused by ideological commitment to MP values, as we sometimes are -tend to mostly value communities for the social goods they produce directly.
But what specifically are social goods? Communities produce a sense of security and identity (Nisbet, 1953 (Nisbet, /1970 ; in fact identity was used above to define communities. A sense of identity is a social good (Buchanan, 1978:366; Bell, 1993:7-8; Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; Cowen, 2002:131,136) , and -as social capitalunderlies the long-term research program on implications for economic behavior to which Akerlof (2006) refers. With identity comes
• meaning and purpose (Iannaccone, 1998 (Iannaccone, :1480 ; also
• feelings of kindness, friendship, companionship, and love (Bell, 1993:7-8; Lewis et al., 2000; Lane, 2000:9) ; even
• the sense of affirmation, recognition, and power that may accompany entrepreneurship or government (Trigilia, 2002:43) ; and
• community spirit, social cohesion, and stability (Bell, 1993:7-8; Seabright, 2004) .
Needs for self-expression -and even for intellectual and esthetic satisfaction -also seem to express preferences for social goods (Maslow, 1954; Wallach and Wallach, 1983:130-2; Wilson, 1991:242) .
If the preferences of entrepreneurs -who are also consumers -include such social goods, then it seems we must open up the whole notion of "profit" and what motivates economic activity. For example, it seems unlikely that Bill Gates is motivated to earn more financial profits solely in order to purchase more private goods in the market; he has said as much himself, and demonstrated it with his philanthropy.
I call all these products of communities "social goods", a formulation with which economists are familiar, in order to stress that communities provide something which enters our utility functions directly and positively (which is why we call them good; Streissler, 1990:43) . It thus seems that any complete economic analysis -of revealed preference and utility as a whole, not just of utility derived from private (market) goods, or even from public goods -must acknowledge social goods, even if it cannot strictly account for them in terms of money. Myrdal (1969:42) noted a trend towards "scientism", of social scientists increasingly using "strange terminology", with which Varian (2001:133) apparently concurred: "I hate to say it, but economist terminology is terrible." The term "social goods" has previously been used -quite inappropriately, in my opinion -for what are now more appropriately referred to as "public goods" (e.g., Bowen, 1943; Musgrave, 1969 Musgrave, , 1986 ). There have been other well-known usages of the term "social" as well -for collective welfare (as in "social welfare" and the ubiquitous "social welfare function"), or for comparison goods (Durkin, 1999) -which also haven't reflected the full meaning of the term. I suggest that the usage advocated here does so, and is thus more appropriate. Otherwise, as Mirowski (1994:54) says: "What is so 'social' about social science?" It seems better, when possible, to let words mean what they normally mean: "Social" refers to our life in society, in communities.
Some social goods may exhibit non-excludability or non-rivalrousness, and -like the "mutual sympathy and consideration among citizens" that Dasgupta (1993:106) refers to -may have positive (or negative) externalities, and to that extent may also be considered public goods (or "bads"). Some, but certainly not most, are even providable by government.
But while certain social goods have public-good characteristics -and some, such as love and friendship, have private-good characteristics -their distinguishing characteristic, besides the fact that they are produced by communities rather than by markets or governments, seems to be their inherent non-marketability, not because of non-excludability and resulting property-rights problems, but simply because they disappear -i.e., their character and value are changed unrecognizably -if one attempts to market them or evaluate them monetarily.
This presents a problem for economics: If social goods can't be marketed or evaluated monetarily, it's impossible to measure their importance in any normal economic application. It may be that awareness and acknowledgement of this problem is the best we can do; but that's no excuse for ignoring social goods theoretically.
Incidentally, political and economic institutions may also be communities, insofar as people identify with them and they produce social goods. Government agencies and private firms, and even markets, undoubtedly provide a sense of identity, meaning, and purpose, for many of their employees or participants. Small agencies, firms, and markets, allowing personal interaction, can even facilitate the production of kindness, companionship, and love among their employees or participants, though these social goods are not as fundamental to their being as they are, for example, for families.
A model of dynamic balance among the three spheres of society
Let's see how the community sphere interacts with the economic and political spheres over time. (Dolfsma et al., 2005 , offer an alternative way to visualize some of the interactions discussed here.)
In the model below (Figure 2 ), the economic sphere is designated "Markets", the political sphere "Governments", and the social sphere "Communities". For each sphere we'll assume that there is some irreducible core (here in white, the inside of each "doughnut") representing essential interactions that appear spontaneously and would remain, or return, even if, for example, efforts were made to completely eliminate that sphere.
Thus Smith (1776 Smith ( /1976 famously referred to humankind's natural "propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for another". Markets emerge because they can handle some types of scarcities more efficiently -and perhaps more harmoniously -than simple community traditions, or authority relations.
Markets appeared far back in prehistory, very early in socio-economic development, in fairly primitive societies -with physical commodity-markets generally appearing first, then labor-and credit-markets, and finally land-and land-rental markets (Pryor, 1977:148) . And black markets emerged even in the Soviet bloc under communist regimes ideologically dedicated to eliminating them, because markets could accomplish things of which the command economy was incapable. Thus markets appear spontaneously, and could not be eliminated in favor of governments.
And even the most egalitarian consensus-minded communities and cultures seem to find that some political structure of hierarchy and authority also emerges (Fried, 1967 :229) -and has done so throughout pre-history, probably even before the emergence of explicit markets -while economists have long recognized that the market sphere also could not function without secure property rights established and guaranteed by the authority of government; this is part of the point of Dolfsma et al.'s (2005) Figure 3 , showing markets enabled by society, which economic thinking and market ideology in turn can jeopardize (as we'll discuss). Thus again, governments appear spontaneously, and could not be eliminated in favor of markets.
And finally, it would be hard for either markets or governments -or even for both together -to provide completely for human reproduction and child-rearing, the perhaps quintessential community functions. So communities also cannot be eliminated.
Markets, governments, and communities are thus all natural and essential. The examples given of core activities are of course illustrative, not exhaustive. And to repeat, it is not being asserted that core activities in any sphere are necessarily "pure" (a point emphasized regarding markets in particular by Hodgson, 1999:124-30 ): for example, that human reproduction and child-rearing could be, or should be, carried out totally without authority or exchange.
While we can accept that all four RMs may be involved to some extent in each of the three spheres, we thus assume that there are some necessary interactions which essentially require communities (based on CS and EM); others which are inescapably political (based on AR) and tend to elicit governments; and still others which naturally involve exchange (based on MP) and thus elicit markets. Corner solutions -with none of one or more of the spheres -are thus ruled out. While comparing the sizes of the three real-life "spheres" is undoubtedly problematic, they were drawn here to reflect both the common perception that most of us, at least, live in a "market society" -so markets are drawn quite large, and in front -and the fact that both governments and markets have taken over many functions formerly performed by families and other communities, which are thus drawn behind. This also reflects the fact that contemporary mainstream economics takes markets as given -and governments to some extent as necessary -but less often even recognizes communities, let alone acknowledging them as a separate sphere organized according to different principles. Nevertheless, communities seem primordial and inherently most essential, so are drawn largest (and green). Reflecting long-standing political convention, governments are drawn to the left (and slightly "red"), and markets are drawn to the right (and blue). But nothing in what follows depends on the relative sizes or positions (or colors) of the "spheres".
The colored areas in the figure indicate potential areas of contraction of each of the spheres, which can also expand, as indicated by the double-headed arrows. So we assume some flexibility in allocating the space between the cores, which -because the three spheres are believed to be exhaustive of social space -must be allocated to one sphere or another.
The spheres are represented as regular ovals totally for convenience; no implication should be drawn that expansion of one sphere necessarily implies equal contraction of each of the other spheres. For example, shifting the boundary between markets and governments in dealing with, say, the physical environment, would not necessarily impact communities very much -though it might.
So we have a model of society made up of three spheres in tension with each other, an inward expansion of one implying a contraction of (at least one of) the others.
Beyond the minimal core area of each sphere, its size may be influenced by many factors, including: government decision (i.e., political evaluation); which may be based upon persuasion and ideological commitment (moral or communitarian evaluation); which may in turn be based upon the perceived efficiency of one or another sphere in dealing with any particular type of interaction (an economic or "meta-economic" evaluation). Presumably the (perceived) efficiency of social-space allocations among the three spheres can be influenced by technology, not only physical but also information-technology, and even -or perhaps especially -social (or organizational) technology -perhaps even "psychological technology". Thus, for example, advertising can contribute to the commodification (commercialization) of many aspects of life formerly reserved to communities (McKendrick et al., 1982; Heilbroner, 1985:118) .
So this is clearly not a "deterministic" model in which one can plug in initial values and have certain -or even stochastic -results fall out. Instead it is a "moral model", for the same reason that economics was originally called a "moral science" (Boulding, 1969) , with genuinely uncertain results (Toulmin, 2001:210 and throughout) . Within limits, the outcome depends on human will and choice, in evaluating uncertain information about those technologies, and on the metaeconomic efficiency of various sphere-allocations -including, for example, possible differences in the preferences of cultures and societies for private, public, and social goods, just as individuals might choose consumption-bundles based on differing individual preferences.
Historical development of the three spheres of society
In the long run, meta-economic evaluation of efficiency -taking into account needs and desires for private, public, and social goods -may thus assign some types of interactions to the market sphere, others to the political sphere, and may leave (or return) others to the community sphere.
It seems clear that all types of social interactions were originally in the community sphere, with morality and tradition the original primordial "default setting" for determining the appropriate RM for any particular type of interaction. However, under the influences just mentioned, some types of interactions (those most strongly AR and MP) gradually became open to overt political and economic evaluation, then coalesced into separate (or at least separately-conceivable) spheres which hived-off from the originally all-embracing community sphere -"governments" first, markets later, as one would predict from RM theory. Eventually, more explicit, comprehensive, and differentiated governments and markets led to the increasing social complexity which we call "development". The overall allocation-mechanism probably long remained essentially communitarian (morality and tradition), albeit with some perception of meta-economic efficiency underlying it, reflected also in some political debate and decision.
Thus, for example, the first great historical task of academic, theoretical economics, in the time of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations (1776), was to help in the intellectual and moral (ideological, communitarian) debate -focused in political struggle -to push back the political sphere, and the community sphere too, in order to create more space for markets, and thereby more marketable wealth. (Dolfsma et al., 2005, discuss this process in terms of their Figure 2 , markets embedded in and controlled by society, at some cost.) And this struggle over proper sphere-boundaries continues, reflected, as mentioned, in the concern with "family values" in U.S. political debate (i.e., concern for maintaining the integrity of communities -and for the best ways to use governments, and perhaps markets, to support them).
The cultural historian J.H. Plumb (1972 Plumb ( /1988 ) argues that we're now at the "end of an epoch", the Neolithic, and that our basic social structures -family, cities, religion, schools, government -which have lasted since the development of agriculture and then civilization, 10,000 to 5,000 years ago, are now collapsing. Following philosopher Karl Jaspers, theologian Karen Armstrong argues that -at least with regard to religion -we're actually at the end of the epoch inaugurated by the "Axial Age", c. 800-200 B.C.E., when the world's great confessional faiths began (Roemischer, 2005-06 besides collapse -such as transformation in some way -is devoutly to be hoped for, and presumably to be worked for as well.
We're now at the point where social organization has become largely conscious -or, put another way, where the proper sphere for more types of interaction than ever before is up for grabs -so that we feel the possibility (or the necessity) of deciding for ourselves -which is both exhilarating and scary. As Mishan (1967 Mishan ( /1993 ) points out, there are "costs of economic growth" far beyond the simple opportunity-costs involved in market choices, affecting, for example, both our social and our physical environment.
Without perfect information, however, it seems that real (non-probabilistic) uncertainty about the future means that historical experiments will continue to be required to discover what is truly most meta-economically efficient at any given time and place. Deductive (a priori) speculation -not to mention revelation at far different times and places -can only go so far. And with all types of technology continually changing, there may be no lasting long-run equilibrium-allocation of social space at all -no "end of history" -but rather continuing technological development, continuing moral and political struggle, and continuing social change. Thus interactions among the three spheres constitute not an equilibrium system, but -like markets themselves -more likely a self-organized critical system (Bak, 1997) in which "avalanches" of all intensities and durations can occur (e.g., the Bolshevik Revolution), largely limited perhaps by the conservative (community) forces of morality and tradition.
Given the repeated attempts in recent history to return to an earlier age of certaintyunder Communists, Nazis, and now Islamic (as well as Christian and Jewish)
fundamentalists (Armstrong, 2000) -the similar recent attempt of market fundamentalists was not surprising, though apparently equally doomed. As Mishan (1986:283) says, anyone who believes in optimization understands that there can be too much or too little. It's up to us to seek the ever-changing optimal balance between the three spheres of society which is most appropriate for our changing technology and preferences.
The effect of economic thinking and market ideology on communities
We started Polanyi, 1944 Polanyi, /1968 Weisskopf, 1955:140-42; Mishan, 1967 Burenstam Linder, 1970; Plumb, 1972/88; Hirsch, 1976 , especially Part II on commodity bias and commercialization bias; Bell, 1976; Fusfeld, 1985:50; Bowles, 1991 Bowles, :12-13, 1998 Etzioni, 1993; Simons, 1995:xvii,ch. 3; Putnam, 1995 Putnam, , 2000 Goodwin et al., 1997; Giddens, 1998:15; Frank, 1999:88; Fukuyama, 1999:5-6,250-52; Johnson and Earle, 2000:251,376; Lane, 2000:326,336; Myers, 2000; Ciscel and Heath, 2001; Kamarck, 2001:26,84,99; Harris and Johnson, 2003:322; Stiglitz, 2002:56,74,247 and 2003:293,303,319; Roccas and McCauley, 2004:269-70; and of course Marx, 1887 :457-8 (Simons, 1995 , also discusses Marx in this regard).
To call these people "market skeptics" is not to say that they are all opponents of markets -only that they are not market fundamentalists. They see problems as well as benefits with markets -in particular, problems that economic thinking and market ideology can cause for communities and their production of social goods.
All this criticism of the effect of economic thinking and market ideology on communities and social goods can now be better understood using Fiske's RM theory. Using RMs inappropriately (i.e., for interactions which "properly" belong to another sphere, whether in the core, or simply by settled tradition) tends to cause cognitive and emotional dissonance which can undermine that sphere -causing it, in terms of the model above, to shrink back towards, or even temporarily into, its core.
As noted earlier, Fiske (1997) discusses this issue in detail, summed up in his statement (p. 256) "to compare is to destroy" (when comparison is inappropriate). For example, Skidelsky (2008) points out that the "particular motive for action" which the market system relies upon -which, as he mentions, Keynes called "love of money" -"tends to undermine moral teaching." Skidelsky continues: "The paradox of capitalism is that it converts avarice, greed, and envy into virtues" -and thus, while producing more marketable wealth, it undermines the sphere of communities and social goods, as well as the sphere of government and public goods (Mishan, 1967 (Mishan, /1993 Plumb, 1972 Plumb, /1988 Bell, 1976; Etzioni, 1988; Kamarck, 2001:104, notes its corrosive effect on governments).
Comparison may be appropriate, for example if technologies have changed, so that a corresponding change in the balance between the spheres will be meta-economically efficient. But paradoxically, even acknowledging that could tend to undermine communities as well -at least if the full relationship between the spheres is not explored and understood.
Seeing everything as markets -that is, using MP exclusively in social analysis ("economics imperialism", à la Becker, 1976; Elster, 1989; Coleman, 1994; Baron and Hannan, 1994; Iannaccone, 1998) -can undermine the practice of CS and EM on which communities depend (Marwell and Ames, 1981; Wallach and Wallach, 1983; Schwartz, 1987:52; Cohen, 1991:269-70; Frank et al., 1993; Stiglitz, 2002:220-21) . And the production of social goods (and social capital) -on which we all depend -then suffers as well.
Focusing on social capital undermines communities and social goods
Economic theory takes labor, land, and physical capital as factors (inputs) into the production of two fundamental types of goods, private and public (Boadway and Bruce, 1984; Jha, 1998; and Arrow, 1977/1983 , summarized in the Appendix).
Analogously to physical capital, social capital -produced by communities -can also be understood as a factor of production, of either private or public goods (Granovetter, 1985; Platteau, 2000) . For example, a sense of social responsibility and trust, produced in families and other communities, makes it easier for governments to maintain some essential level of public order, and for private firms to produce and market their goods.
To the extent that families and other communities are dealt with in contemporary mainstream economic theory, they are generally treated as markets (Becker, 1976 (Becker, , 1991 Cornes and Sandler, 1996; Elster, 1989; Coleman, 1994; Stark, 1999; Bergstrom, 1997; Iannaccone, 1998; Becker and Murphy, 2000; Platteau, 2000) .
Thus, although mainstream economic theory recognizes social capital, it has not heretofore recognized the true nature of the communities that produce it.
Seeing everything as markets, which undermines communities and their production of social goods, can thus also even undermine the production of private and public goods, because that production depends on social capital which is also produced in those communities. Recognizing communities only as sources of social capital -not as sources of social goods -mainstream economic theory has contributed to undermining those communities, and the social capital they produce. Paradoxically, in order to support the production of social capital, we have to recognize communities -operating on their own motivational principles (CS and EM) -primarily as producers of social goods. Thus social goods -and the communities that produce them -are more fundamental than social capital, even for markets and government.
Summary: Valuing communities only for social capital undermines them
"We need to re-establish the core balance between our markets, ethics, and regulations." -Friedman (2008) Though the community sphere is largely unrecognized in economic theory for its own sake or in its own true nature, it is different from the economic and political spheres, yet heavily intertwined with them. It is this sphere which, besides producing social goods, also creates social capital. The same values which make communities productive can also be used to make markets and governments productive, because they are also communities, and are attempting to provide services to the larger community, society as a whole.
Viewed merely as the source of social capital -a factor of market or government production -communities would be considered only instrumentally, only for their indirect value in the production of private and public goods. But dealing with things instrumentally is an MP (market pricing) characteristic, and this presents a problem for communities, which are constituted by and depend on CS (communal sharing) and EM (equality matching). As Fiske (1997) has pointed out, "to compare is to destroy" -that is, in this case, treating communities as though they were based on MP values tends to undermine the CS and EM values that actually underlie them.
And this is what contemporary mainstream economic theory seems to do (Titmuss, 1970; Marwell and Ames, 1981; Frank et al., 1993) .
Understanding the importance of markets and private goods for modern societies thus also implies understanding the importance of communities and social goods, the interactions among the three fundamental spheres of society, and the inherent limits of economic theory and the risks associated with economic thinking and market ideology.
This is not to deny the possibility of negative effects of communities, often due to a lack of tolerance, both internally and externally. But since we can't live without communities, it would seem desirable to find ways to ameliorate those problems by increasing respect for internal and external diversity, while maintaining and strengthening communities.
But as first the political sphere of governments, and then the economic sphere of markets, differentiated themselves from the primordial all-encompassing community sphere, what remains has been overlooked -especially in economic theory. An attempt has recently been made to emphasize its importance as the source of social capital, but -paradoxically -if we are to gain the benefits of social capital for the economic and political spheres, we must learn to value communities in themselves for the social goods they produce directly.
Just as communities contribute, via social capital, both to the profitability of firms and their production of private goods, and to the soundness of governments and their production of public goods, so presumably can both the economic and the political spheres -besides their other uses -be harnessed to contribute to the welfare of communities and their production of social goods. It would be helpful towards this end if economic theory -just as it recognizes the reality and importance of the political sphere (and the reality and importance of the environmental sphere) -were also to recognize the reality and importance of the community sphere, and the value of its production of social goods, and thus the desirability of "optimization" between markets, governments, and communities. Doing so would be good not only for communities, and for markets (via social capital), but also for economics itself.
Appendix: While asserting generality, welfare analysis with a perfectly competitive market-equilibrium (Arrow, 1977/1983) does not explicitly abstract from social goods, yet ignores them
A.1 The basic set-up and results
Kenneth Arrow (1977 Arrow ( /1983 offers this classic summary of the conditions for a perfectly competitive market-equilibrium:
• Households, possessed of initial resources, possibly including claims to the profits of firms, choose consumption-bundles to maximize utility at a given set of prices;
• firms choose production-bundles so as to maximize profits at the same set of prices; [and] • the chosen production-and consumption-bundles must be consistent with each other in the sense that aggregate production plus initial resources must equal aggregate consumption.
As Arrow makes clear, it is assumed in this definition:
• that households and firms have full knowledge of all prices;
• that households and firms take the prices "as given", not alterable by their own actions;
• that prices are the same for all households and firms; and
• that no resources are used in the act of charging prices.
Certain further assumptions are often used in equilibrium analysis, including:
• convex indifference curves for the households;
• convex production possibility sets for the firms; and
• the universality of markets.
Arrow (p. 70) defines universality of markets to mean that "the consumption-bundle which determines the utility of an individual is the same as that which he [sic] purchases at given prices subject to his budget constraint…" In other words, all sources of utility are purchasable in the market, "everything that matters is a marketable commodity with a meaningful price" (Ackerman, 2008:280) .
Pointing out that convexity is not necessary for this step, Arrow then states the First Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics as: "If [universality of markets] holds,
[then] a competitive equilibrium is Pareto-efficient." Pareto efficiency, of course, means that no one can be made better off without making someone else worse off.
If we add convexity -and some assumption of equality or justice in original resourceendowments (which Arrow recognizes) -then we seem to have arrived at the best of all possible worlds: If everything of value is purchasable in perfectly competitive markets, then we're all as well off as we can possibly get.
A.2 Relaxing the universality-of-markets assumption
Of course we do not have equality in original resource-endowments (and, many would argue, not justice either). It may also be that, rather than taking prices "as given", some economic agents can influence prices by their own actions. And certainly we don't each have full knowledge about all prices. (Another assumptionwhich Arrow didn't find necessary to mention, but which often isn't fulfilled -is clearly-defined property-rights, which would seem to be a special case of the failure of universality of markets, though quite different from the one discussed here.) And there are public goods which, for one reason or another, can't be sold in markets. But all these aspects have been explored elsewhere at some length, and need not detain us here. (Besides the theoretical literature addressing these issues, practical political action has been taken -to greater or lesser extent -to correct the problems. Thus we may have income-transfers of various sorts to the poor, or the not-so-poor; regulation or creation of monopolies; agencies devoted to information-collection anddissemination; and government-provision of public goods.)
Relaxing the assumption of universality of markets has also been explored somewhat. As Arrow says (p. 72), "the bulk of meaningful future transactions cannot be carried out on any existing present market, so [the] assumption [of] the universality of markets is not valid." Nevertheless, this problem is commonly taken to have been overcome -at least in a theoretical way -by the assumption of ArrowDebreu asset-markets, for which actual asset-markets can give a reasonable approximation. The impossibility of markets for social goods -and thus the nonexistence of such markets -has not been explored theoretically, nor even explicitly recognized.
